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Executive Summary

American securities law is at an important crossroads, and the direction it takes will affect investors well into the future.  

For decades, federal securities law protected U.S. domiciled and citizen investors against fraud affecting the securities 

they purchased, even if purchased on foreign markets.  Under the longstanding conduct and effects tests, the antifraud 

provisions of U.S. securities law covered all conduct that injured American investors.  Fraudsters could not escape a 

private right of action for securities fraud by consummating a transaction abroad.

The U.S. Supreme Court’s June 2010 ruling in Morrison v. National Australia Bank1 changed the landscape for U.S. 

investors.  In Morrison—a dispute about the territorial reach of the antifraud provisions of U.S. securities law—the 

Supreme Court rejected four decades of federal court jurisprudence applying the conduct and effects tests and adopted 

a new rule that focuses narrowly on the location where securities were purchased and sold.  Under prior law, if the 

fraud involved conduct in the United States or had an effect in the United States, victims had a private right to bring 

suit.  Under Morrison’s new test, so long as the fraud relates to securities that trade only on foreign exchanges or other 

foreign platforms, no amount of harm to American investors triggers the antifraud protection of U.S. securities law, even if 

investors submitted their orders from the United States.

Morrison thus alters the risk profile of foreign investments, stripping institutional and other private investors of the 

significant protection previously afforded by federal securities law.  After Morrison, Congress restored the conduct and 

effects tests as the jurisdictional limit of antifraud actions brought by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and 

the Department of Justice (DOJ), but it has so far not created a corresponding private right of action.  

The current state of U.S. securities law presents significant concerns for institutional investors.  Those investors are 

among America’s largest shareowners, and many routinely invest according to modern portfolio theory, which requires 

diversification of investments for the greatest return at the most responsible level of risk.  In the global economy, 

diversification requires substantial investment in foreign stocks and other foreign securities.  Accordingly, U.S. institutional 

investors have significant foreign equity holdings.

Reliance on government action alone to recover American investors’ losses from transnational securities fraud is 

insufficient.  The SEC is underfunded and overburdened, and private causes of action recover far more for defrauded 

investors than does the government.  Thus, courts and the SEC itself have recognized that a private right of action is a 

vital tool for deterring and combating securities fraud.  That is particularly true with respect to fraud involving complex 

international transactions, which can be among the most difficult to investigate.

Extending the private right of action to all securities fraud that affects U.S. investors, regardless of where the securities 

transaction settles, best comports with investors’ expectations and allows recovery for domestic harm.  Investors buying 

and selling securities from the United States reasonably expect protection for fraud affecting them, even if the trade 

occurs on an overseas exchange.  And the benefits of restoring a private right of action for fraud in connection with 

foreign securities transactions outweigh the costs.

In addition to permitting greater recoveries for defrauded investors, a private right of action promotes more efficient 

capital markets by enhancing investors’ confidence in the truth of financial disclosures.  That, in turn, improves capital 

allocation and fosters higher growth.  And it is not at all clear that a private right of action would engender any more 

substantive conflict between the securities laws of the United States and those of other countries than would Morrison’s 

transactional test or that it would upset international comity.
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Importantly, restoring a private right of action for fraud in connection with foreign transactions would be more in sync 

with the reality of today’s global markets than Morrison’s transactional test.  In the capital markets today, an investor may 

not even know whether a transaction is routed through a domestic exchange or a foreign one.  A private right of action 

relieves American investors from the burdens—and probable loss of substantive and procedural protections—involved in 

using foreign courts to litigate over domestic losses.

Further, Congress should consider a new private right of action extending to foreign investors (those who are not U.S. 

citizens or domiciled in the United States) who purchased their shares on a foreign stock exchange.  Policing domestic 

conduct that plays a clear and direct part in causing a foreign injury can promote ethical conduct in a way that benefits 

all investors.  Moreover, many transnational securities frauds involving foreign-traded securities injure both domestic and 

foreign investors, meaning that domestic investors would have a private right of action if the effects test is restored.

Securities law already allows injured investors to bring a private right of action for fraud in connection with domestic 

transactions.  Restoring the scope of the private right of action to encompass all fraud that harms U.S. investors does 

no more than afford them the protection of their own country’s laws.  And doing so will have far-reaching net benefits.  

Congress should adopt an effects test to define the territorial reach of the Section 10(b) private right of action.  Congress 

should also clarify the nature and extent of domestic conduct required to allow foreign investors to sue defendants over 

the foreign sale of stock.  All investors will benefit from these reforms.
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The Conduct and Effects Tests Before Morrison

Since the 1930s, companies that commit fraud in the sale of their securities have been liable to private investors under 

the U.S. securities laws, which include a number of remedies for investors who are injured by violations of the laws.  The 

most prominent is Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act,2 implemented by SEC Rule 10b-5,3 which prohibits 

material misrepresentations or omissions and fraudulent conduct and provides a general antifraud remedy for purchasers 

and sellers of securities.

Under a longstanding private right of action, investors who have been the victim of securities fraud can sue the issuer of 

the security under Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5.  Section 10(b) does not contain any textual limitation on its territorial 

scope, and for decades, the federal courts of appeals applied a conduct test and an effects test to determine whether 

a fraud with foreign elements fell within the statute’s territorial reach.4  Under those tests, Section 10(b) applied if the 

conduct underlying the claim occurred in the United States (the conduct test) or had some effect on American securities 

markets or investors (the effects test).5  By focusing on where the wrongful conduct occurred and whether that wrongful 

conduct had a substantial effect in the United States or on U.S. citizens, the law utilized American resources to address 

conduct that presents substantial domestic concerns.6  

The effects test protected American investors against securities 
fraud causing domestic injury.

The federal courts of appeals almost universally agreed that, under the effects test, Section 10(b) applied if the plaintiff 

investor was a U.S. entity, regardless of whether the securities transaction occurred abroad.  In the 1975 Second Circuit 

case of Bersch v. Drexel Firestone, Inc., Judge Friendly explained that “the anti-fraud provisions of the federal securities 

laws ‘[a]pply to losses from sales of securities to Americans resident in the United States whether or not acts (or culpable 

failures to act) of material importance occurred in this country.’”7  Similarly, in 1987, the D.C. Circuit court of appeals 

noted that relief was available in U.S. courts “whenever any individual is defrauded in this country, regardless of whether 

the offer originates somewhere else.”8

The effects test afforded American institutional investors significant protection against securities fraud that involved 

foreign elements.  For almost all claims brought by American shareowners who purchased shares of foreign corporations 

on foreign exchanges, the investor’s status as a U.S. entity showed the domestic injury necessary to trigger the 

protections of Section 10(b).9 

Thus, prior to Morrison, U.S. securities law offered domestic investors robust protection against securities fraud with 

foreign elements.  As Judge Friendly explained in delineating the scope of that protection: when U.S. investors are 

defrauded, Congress wished the “resources of United States courts and law enforcement agencies to be devoted to 

[even largely foreign transactions] rather than leave the problem to foreign countries.”10 

By contrast, when the plaintiff was not a U.S. entity, courts often held that the effects test did not apply.  For example, 

in IIT v. Vencap, Ltd.,11  the Second Circuit considered whether a foreign investment trust that had U.S. investors could 

satisfy the effects test.  In that case, the U.S. investors had chosen to delegate investment decisions to a foreign trustee, 

and only 0.2 percent (or about 300) of the trust’s investors were Americans.  The foreign trust sued foreign defendants 
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for selling allegedly fraudulent securities to the trust, and the Second Circuit held that the trust could not sue the foreign 

defendants under U.S. securities law because “the fraud was practiced not on individual Americans who purchased 

securities but on the trust in which they had invested.”12   

The conduct test also promoted integrity in the  
securities industry.

Under pre-Morrison law, Section 10(b) also applied to fraudulent conduct occurring in this country even if the harm 

was felt abroad.13  That conduct test was satisfied when the conduct within the United States directly caused the 

claimed losses; the test was not satisfied when the domestic conduct was merely preparatory to a fraud committed 

elsewhere.14  Under that test, Section 10(b) would apply, for example, when fraudsters make misrepresentations from 

the United States,15  when the fraudulent scheme is run from the United States,16  or when the fraud is consummated 

in a transaction on United States markets.17  Section 10(b) would not apply, however, based simply on U.S. meetings or 

communications that are incidental to the fraud.18 

That conduct test advances Section 10(b)’s purpose “to achieve a high standard of business ethics in the securities 

industry,”19  in order “to insure honest securities markets and thereby promote investor confidence.”20   By ensuring that 

the United States is not used as a base to peddle frauds to foreign victims, that test gives investors at home confidence 

in American securities markets. 21
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Morrison and the Territorial Reach of  

U.S. Securities Law

Morrison adopts a transactional test that focuses narrowly on 
where securities are purchased and sold.

In Morrison, the Supreme Court examined a so-called “foreign-cubed” or “f-cubed” action for securities fraud—a lawsuit 

by foreign plaintiffs, against a foreign defendant, concerning securities traded on a foreign exchange.  The defendant, 

National Australia Bank, was a bank organized under the laws of Australia, and its ordinary shares (the equivalent of 

common stock) traded on Australian and other foreign stock exchanges, but not on any U.S. exchange.  The plaintiffs 

were Australian purchasers of those ordinary shares.  They complained that statements made by bank officials artificially 

inflated the share prices, and they alleged that the deceptive statements derived from misleading accounting used by one 

of the bank’s subsidiaries in the United States.22    

The Southern District of New York and the Second Circuit court of appeals applied the conduct and effects tests, 

holding that the action should be dismissed because it involved harm to only foreign investors and because the alleged 

fraudulent conduct in this country was too far removed from the alleged injury.23 

The Supreme Court affirmed the dismissal of the action, but on very different grounds.  Jettisoning the longstanding 

conduct and effects tests, the Court adopted a test that focuses solely on the place where securities are purchased and 

sold.  If the securities transaction occurs on a U.S. exchange or otherwise occurs in this country, the antifraud provisions 

of Section 10(b) apply.  Those provisions do not apply, however, if the transaction does not occur in the United States.  

That holds regardless of the domestic effect of the fraud or the scope of domestic conduct in furtherance of the fraud.24   

The Court grounded its reasoning in the presumption against extraterritorial application of laws, which the Court 

stated could be rebutted only by some affirmative indication in the statute.  Finding no such affirmative indication in the 

securities law, the Court held that the presumption against extraterritorial reach applies.  Coupling that conclusion with 

its conclusion that the “focus” of Section 10(b) is on the purchase or sale of securities,25 the Court held that domestic 

application of the statute means that it reaches “only transactions in securities listed on domestic exchanges, and 

domestic transactions in other securities.”26  The Court then applied that transactional test to hold that, because the 

transactions in the bank’s shares occurred abroad, Section 10(b) did not apply.27  

Congress expands the securities laws’ jurisdictional reach in 
government enforcement actions, but not in private actions.

One month after Morrison, Congress passed the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.28  In 

the act, Congress responded to Morrison by expanding the “extraterritorial jurisdiction of the antifraud provisions of the 

federal securities laws,” but only in actions brought by the SEC or the DOJ.29  In such government enforcement actions, 

jurisdiction now exists over any violation of the antifraud provisions that involves:
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(1) conduct within the United States that constitutes significant steps in furtherance of the violation, even if the 

securities transaction occurs outside the United States and involves only foreign investors; or

(2) conduct occurring outside the United States that has a foreseeable substantial effect within the United States.30 

Congress thus restored the traditional conduct and effects tests for government enforcement actions.31   

Congress did not, however, change the reach of the private right of action under Section 10(b).  Instead, Congress 

directed the SEC to conduct a study and report on whether the private right of action should have the same territorial 

scope as a right of action by the government.32  Thus, even after Dodd-Frank, Morrison’s narrow transactional test 

defines the territorial reach of the private right of action under Section 10(b) for securities fraud. 
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Impact on Institutional Investors’ Pursuit of  

Meritorious Claims

For more than four decades, the primary private remedy for fraud in connection with the purchase and sale of securities 

has been the right of action under Section 10(b)33 and Rule 10b-5.34  Rule 10b-5 has been used to recover for false 

statements made by corporations and corporate officers, manipulative trading that artificially inflates stock prices, and 

insider trading—perhaps the rule’s most well-known use.

Although U.S. securities law contains other antifraud provisions, none have the breadth and utility to investors of Section 

10(b).  For example, although Section 17(a) of the 1933 Securities Act outlaws fraud in the offering of securities, it is 

generally accepted that no private right of action exists under Section 17(a).35  Likewise, although Morrison does not 

affect the government’s use of mail and wire fraud statutes to prosecute transnational securities fraud,36 there is no 

private right of action under those statutes.37  Other provisions of federal securities law prohibit fraud in certain contexts, 

but they do not afford the broad protection of Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5.38

Accordingly, the reach of Section 10(b) has “a tremendous impact on a broad spectrum of securities litigation,”39 and the 

limitation on its reach seriously affects investors’ remedies for fraud.  In the year and half since Morrison, lower courts 

have applied Morrison to limit the scope of Section 10(b) in the following ways:  

Stocks traded on a foreign exchange.  Morrison involved foreign purchasers and therefore economic harm felt in 

foreign countries, but courts have universally applied Morrison’s transactional test to hold that American purchasers of 

stock on a foreign exchange have no protection under Section 10(b) against securities fraud.  Even if investors place their 

purchase from the United States with a U.S. broker, courts have ruled that the transaction is not “domestic” if it settles on 

a foreign exchange.40  

A representative case is Plumbers’ Union Local No. 12 Pension Fund v. Swiss Reinsurance Co.,41 which involved a 

U.S. pension fund that had purchased the stock of a Swiss corporation on a foreign exchange.  The pension fund 

subsequently filed an action under Section 10(b), alleging that the corporation and two of its senior officers misled 

investors about the company’s business fundamentals.  But although the fund placed its stock orders in the United 

States, and although the economic harm was felt in the United States, the district court dismissed the claim under 

Morrison because the company’s stock transacted on a foreign exchange.42   

Courts also have applied that limitation in the context of companies that dually list their shares on foreign and domestic 

exchanges, holding that only parties who purchased on the domestic exchange may invoke Section 10(b).  Investors 

who purchased on the foreign exchange have argued for Section 10(b) protection because they purchased the same 

type of shares that transact in the United States.  District courts, however, have applied Morrison to hold that Section 

10(b)’s antifraud provisions extend only to parties to a purchase or sale that occurs domestically.43 

Off-exchange transactions.  When parties buy or sell securities off-exchange, courts applying Morrison’s transactional 

test have generally looked to the location where liability on the transaction became irrevocable to determine whether 

Section 10(b) applies.

For example, in SEC v. Goldman Sachs & Co.,44 the district court considered an alleged fraudulent scheme that included 

mailing misleading marketing materials to the victim in the United States and sending emails to the victim in the United 

States encouraging purchase of the securities.45  (Because the claim arose before the Dodd-Frank Act, Morrison limited 

the SEC’s enforcement authority in the same way that it currently limits private investors.)  The defendant, however, used 
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a foreign affiliate to close the transaction overseas.  The SEC argued that the location of the securities transaction for 

purposes of Morrison should be determined by looking to the entire selling process.  But the district court concluded that 

the location of the sale is defined by the place where “irrevocable liability” attached and that irrevocable liability was not 

shown to have attached in the United States.46  Accordingly, the court dismissed the SEC’s Section 10(b) claims.

Other courts have likewise applied an irrevocable-liability test to hold that Section 10(b) affords investors no remedy for 

fraud in connection with an off-exchange securities transaction because the transaction occurred overseas.47 

American Depositary Receipts.  An American Depositary Receipt (ADR) is a security traded in the United States that 

represents the right to receive the shares of a foreign company.  It is a way for foreign companies to raise capital in the 

United States and for American investors to earn dividends on foreign stock without engaging in a cross-border and 

cross-currency transaction.  U.S.-based depositary banks hold the foreign company’s shares in custody overseas, and 

the banks convert dividends and other proceeds into U.S. currency for the ADR holders.  ADRs are securities that may 

be listed on any of the major American exchanges or may be traded in over-the-counter markets; their price typically 

fluctuates with the price of the foreign shares.  They are a substantial market in the United States—the value of ADRs 

bought and sold each year is in the hundreds of billions of dollars.48 

Morrison noted that National Australia Bank’s shares traded through ADRs on an American exchange, but the Supreme 

Court did not expressly resolve whether investors who buy and sell ADRs on domestic exchanges are protected by 

Section 10(b).49  The lower courts have held that when investors buy ADRs on an American stock exchange, such as the 

New York Stock Exchange, Section 10(b) applies under Morrison’s transactional test because the purchase or sale is 

domestic.50  

One district court decision, however, holds that Section 10(b) does not apply to the purchase of ADRs on a domestic 

over-the-counter market.  In In re Société Générale Securities Litigation,51  the court reasoned that the purchase of 

ADRs is a “predominantly foreign” transaction because the security gives its owner the right to receive shares of a 

foreign company.52  The court found it relevant that the ADRs at issue were not “traded on an official American securities 

exchange,”53 although the court did not explain why the purchase of ADRs in an over-the-counter market in this country 

does not qualify as a domestic transaction.  The court’s decision was not appealed and has not been followed, and 

it appears to be an outlier.  Nonetheless, its existence creates some risk that courts applying Morrison will deny the 

antifraud protection of Section 10(b) to American investors who buy ADRs in an over-the-counter (off-exchange) market 

in the United States.

Equity swaps.  Another possible limit on institutional investors’ ability to pursue meritorious claims stems from the 

Southern District of New York’s decision in Elliott Associates v. Porsche Automobil Holdings SE.54  The security involved 

in that case was an equity swap—a privately negotiated contract through which investors gain or lose money based 

on the price of a reference stock traded on a foreign exchange.  Plaintiffs purchased equity swaps referencing a foreign 

company’s stock, and they alleged that Porsche manipulated that company’s stock price through deceptive practices.  

The district court did not dispute that the investors transacted the equity swaps in the United States.  But the district 

court nonetheless dismissed the investors’ Section 10(b) claims under Morrison’s transactional test, reasoning that 

the equity swap agreements “were the functional equivalent of trading the underlying [] shares on a [foreign] exchange” 

because the value of the swap agreements was tied to the value of the foreign stock.55 

That reasoning has the capacity to drastically constrict the scope of Section 10(b)’s protection.  By looking not to where 

the security is transacted, but to whether the security is the “functional equivalent” of buying or selling on a foreign 

exchange, the court’s reasoning could exempt a broad class of domestic investors from antifraud protection.  For 
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example, because the value of ADRs is typically tied to the value of the associated foreign stock, the court’s reasoning 

would likely deny all purchasers of ADRs a remedy under Section 10(b)—even purchasers who buy those securities on 

the New York Stock Exchange. 

Likewise, under that “functional equivalence” standard, a fraudster could sell in the United States physical share 

certificates for securities listed and traded on a foreign exchange.  Even though the defrauded investors would purchase 

the shares in the United States, they would have no remedy under Section 10(b) for blatant fraud and deceit because 

their purchases would be deemed the “functional equivalent” of purchases on the foreign exchange.

Morrison affects recovery for significant frauds.  Justice Stevens’ concurring opinion in Morrison starkly illustrates 

how the Supreme Court’s new transactional test eliminates the availability of private remedies:

Imagine, for example, an American investor who buys shares in a company listed only on an overseas exchange. That 

company has a major American subsidiary with executives based in New York City; and it was in New York City that 

the executives masterminded and implemented a massive deception which artificially inflated the stock price—and 

which will, upon its disclosure, cause the price to plummet. Or, imagine that those same executives go knocking on 

doors in Manhattan and convince an unsophisticated retiree, on the basis of material misrepresentations, to invest her 

life savings in the company’s doomed securities. Both of these investors would, under the Court’s new test, be barred 

from seeking relief under § 10(b).56 

Indeed, several significant and high-profile fraud actions have resulted in large recoveries for institutional investors, 

but would most likely be barred in whole or part under Morrison’s transactional test.  To pick just three representative 

examples:

 ■ In In re Royal Ahold N.V. Securities & ERISA Litigation,57 plaintiffs brought antifraud claims on behalf of class members 

including American investors who purchased the defendant’s ADRs on a domestic exchange and its common shares 

on a foreign exchange.  Applying the conduct and effects tests, the court denied motions to dismiss, and the case 

ultimately settled for $1.1 billion.  Indeed, Royal Ahold ultimately stipulated to certification of a worldwide class, finding 

it beneficial to include foreign purchasers in the U.S. adjudication in order to make settlement administration and 

proceeds available to purchasers anywhere in the world.  Morrison’s transactional test, however, likely would have 

denied purchasers of Royal Ahold’s common shares (which traded on a foreign exchange) any recovery for their 

substantial losses.  

 ■ In In re Royal Dutch/Shell Transport Securities Litigation,58 two American pension funds brought a class action on 

behalf of investors who had purchased the foreign defendants’ shares and ADRs on foreign and domestic stock 

exchanges.  The class was eventually narrowed to American investors—including those who bought shares on 

foreign exchanges—and their claims were settled for more than $130 million.  Under Morrison and its progeny, the 

American investors who purchased the defendants’ shares on foreign exchanges likely would have been unable to 

recover their losses.

 ■ In In re Converium Holding AG Securities Litigation,59 public and private institutional investors served as lead plaintiffs 

in a securities-fraud action on behalf of investors who purchased the defendant’s shares on a foreign stock exchange 

and its ADRs on a domestic exchange.  After the district court approved the class under the conduct and effects 

tests, the parties settled for $85 million.60  If the Morrison transactional test had applied, purchasers of defendant’s 

common stock on the foreign exchange likely would have been denied any recovery for their losses.
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Impact on Institutional Investors’ Investment Options

Institutional investors typically invest according to modern portfolio theory, which turns on the premise that “diversification 

among different types of investments is the appropriate way to optimize an investor’s overall return while minimizing the 

investor’s aggregate risk.”61  Indeed, many institutional investors have a regulatory mandate to diversify their investment 

holdings.62  

Because the United States capital markets represent only about half of the world’s capital markets,63 and because 

the correlation between United States markets and foreign markets is sufficiently low,64 institutional investors routinely 

diversify globally, often denominating certain fund amounts to be held in foreign equities.  For example, according to its 

2010 report, the California Public Employees’ Retirement System—the largest state pension fund in the United States—

had 24 percent of its investments in international equities, compared to just 21 percent in domestic equities.65  Moreover, 

when institutional investors diversify within a specific industry segment, they often cannot avoid buying foreign stocks.  

An investor seeking broadly diversified holdings in the oil and gas industry, for example, cannot avoid buying foreign 

stock such as British Petroleum and Royal Dutch Shell.    

Morrison’s restriction of the scope of antifraud protection significantly alters the risk profile of foreign investments.  Under 

Morrison, U.S. investors will have no recourse in U.S. courts for fraud by the numerous foreign companies that list 

their shares outside the United States but raise money in the United States through the purchase of those shares by 

Americans.  The lack of a remedy under U.S. law may make American institutional investors more wary of diversifying 

their portfolios, as the purchase of stock on a foreign exchange will not carry the same legal safeguards as the purchase 

of stock on a domestic exchange.

Moreover, to maintain global diversification while retaining the same antifraud protection existing before Morrison, 

institutional investors may seek to move their international holdings from shares purchased and sold on foreign 

exchanges to ADRs traded on domestic exchanges.  That option, however, has several practical costs and limitations 

that do not make it a ready substitute for the prior state of affairs.  As an initial matter, there may be too few ADRs 

available for trading on domestic exchanges to allow institutional investors to fully move their sizable holdings of foreign-

traded shares into ADRs.  But even if investors move their foreign shares, that reallocation into ADRs will entail large 

transaction costs that institutional investors did not anticipate at the time of their purchase of the foreign securities.  And, 

in light of the Southern District of New York’s holding in In re Société Générale Securities Litigation, institutional investors 

cannot be completely sure that their domestic purchase of ADRs on an over-the-counter market or other off-exchange 

trading platform will in fact secure the antifraud protections of Section 10(b).

In addition, because of the fees assessed by ADR issuers,66 institutional investors would incur a new layer of continuing 

costs if they were to seek global equity exposure solely through ADRs instead of foreign stock transactions.  A recent 

study by economist Mark D. Levinson and the Consolidated Retirement Fund concludes that the additional transactional 

cost to institutional investors under that strategy, assuming a turnover rate per security of one trade per year, would be 

$2.2 billion annually.67  Thus, American institutional investors may now face a significant “tax” simply to obtain antifraud 

protection under the U.S. law that has protected them for the past four decades.
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Incentives for Issuers to Move Offshore

American institutional investors benefit when issuers list their securities on American exchanges, where they can be 

purchased without the need for a cross-currency transaction.  Morrison’s transactional test, however, creates new 

incentives for issuers to withdraw from American stock markets.  By listing securities only on foreign exchanges, issuers 

would remain free to sell their securities to Americans and raise money from American investors without liability to private 

investors under the antifraud provisions of Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5.

In contrast, making foreign issuers subject to Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 whenever their fraudulent conduct injures 

American entities would afford Americans full protection under the securities laws without creating an incentive for 

domestic issuers to move offshore.  Even if those issuers listed their securities only on foreign exchanges, U.S. law would 

provide American investors a remedy for corporate malfeasance that injures them.68 
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Government Agencies’ Extraterritorial  

Enforcement Authority

If investors lack a private right of action to combat transnational securities fraud, government agencies will be the only 

entities that can challenge that fraud.  This will put even more fiscal pressure on agencies like the SEC, which already 

operate on tight budgets.  For example, last year, Congress cut the 2012 fiscal budget requested by the SEC by $223 

million (or more than 15 percent).69  

At the same time, “the [SEC’s] responsibilities were vastly expanded under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 

Consumer Protection Act,” such that the SEC is “the nation’s front-line defense against financial fraud.”70  The chairman 

of the SEC has already “warned that her agency doesn’t have enough money to police Wall Street adequately.”71  If the 

SEC lacks adequate funds to police Wall Street, the agency will not possibly be able to combat global securities fraud 

injuring U.S. investors.  

That is particularly true because transnational securities fraud cases are some of the most complex and costly 

to investigate.  They often involve foreign nations, far-flung witnesses and mountains of documents.  But as SEC 

Commissioner Luis Aguilar recently described, the SEC’s budgetary pressures have caused it to cut back on 

investigatory and prosecution steps such as sending examiners on travel, taking depositions and hiring expert witnesses 

in certain trials, “such as in complex securities cases.”72  Such volatility in funding leaves government agencies poorly 

suited to serve as the sole enforcement authority for transnational securities fraud.
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Recommendations

Benefits and costs of a private right of action for fraud in con-
nection with non-domestic securities transactions

Benefits.  The private right of action under Section 10(b) has long been recognized as an important means of protecting 

the rights of investors.  Former SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt stated in testimony before Congress that “[p]rivate actions 

are crucial to the integrity of our disclosure system because they provide a direct incentive for issuers and other market 

participants to meet their obligations under the securities laws.”73  

Similarly, former SEC Chairman Richard Breeden testified before Congress that the existence of private securities-fraud 

actions was an “essential tool in the enforcement of the federal securities laws,” as “the Commission does not have 

adequate resources to detect and prosecute all violations of the federal securities laws.”74  And former SEC General 

Counsel Giovanni Prezioso explained to the American Bar Association that the SEC “has long advocated private rights 

of action precisely because they supplement its own enforcement program in deterring misconduct.”75  Whereas 

government resources may be limited, private investors will have the incentive and resources to root out transnational 

securities fraud.  Thus, a private right of action would ease the burden on government agencies, which otherwise may 

not have the resources to address transnational securities fraud that significantly harms domestic investors.

Indeed, the Supreme Court itself “has long recognized that meritorious private actions to enforce federal antifraud 

securities laws are an essential supplement to criminal prosecutions and civil enforcement actions brought, respectively, 

by the Department of Justice and the Securities and Exchange Commission.”76  The entrepreneurial motivation of these 

actions enables private plaintiffs and their attorneys to vigorously pursue deceptive conduct.

Moreover, pension funds and other employee benefit funds have a legal obligation to safeguard beneficiaries’ assets, and 

the private right of action under Section 10(b) remains important to those and other institutional investors for the simple 

reason that it results in recoveries that exceed recoveries by government enforcement agencies.  For example, in In re 

Royal Ahold N.V. Securities & ERISA Litigation, discussed above, investors’ private action for securities fraud resulted in 

a $1.1 billion settlement, whereas the SEC declined to seek a financial penalty at the request of the Dutch government, 

whose enforcement action resulted in a settlement of less than $10 million.77  Similarly, although the SEC recovered $440 

million for investors defrauded by Enron, investors recovered more than $7 billion in private suits.78  

Likewise, in 2008 and 2009, SEC enforcement of securities laws resulted in total recoveries of $3.5 billion,79 and, 

although that is a significant amount, it is nevertheless less than the amount recovered for defrauded investors by private 

actions in that period—$6.6 billion.80  Indeed, the top 100 private securities-fraud settlements have recovered more than 

$46 billion.81 

Allowing investors to assert claims to recover losses caused by fraud also ensures investors’ confidence in the truth of 

financial disclosures, which, in turn, promotes the efficiency of capital markets.  Former SEC Chairman David Ruder has 

explained:

Although the primary objective of requiring honesty is to protect investors, honesty also improves market efficiency.  

Honest markets will be more liquid, since investors will be more likely to risk their resources in an honest market.  

Additionally, since dishonest market investors will seek higher prices for securities as compensation for the risks of 

loss due to dishonesty, an honest market will facilitate the transfer of assets at lower prices, thereby lowering the price 

of capital.82 
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The SEC thus recognizes that “[o]nly through the steady flow of timely, comprehensive, and accurate information 

can people make sound investment decisions.  The result of this information flow is a far more active, efficient, and 

transparent capital market that facilitates the capital formation so important to our nation’s economy.”83 

Empirical evidence supports the SEC’s conclusion that stronger investor protections will improve capital allocation and 

result in higher economic growth.  A 2002 study for the World Bank by a group of economic experts, including the 

former chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, established, based on a sample of firms across 38 countries, a 

positive correlation between investor protection and capital formation.  The study found that investor protection allows 

firms to turn to outside investors to raise funds:  “[T]he weaker is investor protection, the higher is the concentration of 

inside equity ownership.  And second, the higher is the concentration of inside ownership, the higher is the implied cost 

of capital.”84  Numerous other studies have established a positive correlation between investor protection and capital 

allocation.85 

Institutional investors, moreover, can use private litigation as a tool to win corporate governance reforms that a 

company’s board of directors might resist otherwise.  For example, settlements in recent securities class actions have 

included governance requirements addressing insider trading, board openness and independence, director term limits 

and executive compensation.86  With institutional investors favored as lead plaintiffs after the Private Securities Litigation 

Reform Act,87 corporate governance provisions in settlement agreements have grown in popularity and breadth.88 

Costs.  The Supreme Court in Morrison stated that one cost of a private right of action for transnational securities 

fraud would be a probability of substantive conflict between the securities laws of the United States and those of other 

countries.89  The extent of those conflicts, however, is not clear.  Morrison described the aspects of Section 10(b) and 

Rule 10b-5 that it found likely to create conflict with foreign regulatory regimes:

[T]he regulation of other countries often differs from ours as to what constitutes fraud, what disclosures must be 

made, what damages are recoverable, what discovery is available in litigation, what individual actions may be joined in 

a single suit, what attorney’s fees are recoverable, and many other matters.90 

But Morrison’s transactional test itself applies U.S. securities law (and civil procedure) to investors suing foreign 

companies concerning the purchase or sale of ADRs on American exchanges.  Because many foreign companies whose 

common stock trades on foreign exchanges also have ADRs listed on American exchanges (as with the defendant bank 

in Morrison, for example), many foreign companies will still be subject to U.S. civil procedure and securities law.  

Commentators have expressed concern that Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 prohibit some conduct that foreign countries’ 

securities laws do not.  Although that might be said to implicate the doctrine of international comity, that doctrine applies 

when there is a true conflict between the law of the United States and the law of another country.91  There is no conflict 

for purposes of comity “where a person subject to regulation by two states can comply with the laws of both.”92  Thus, 

the doctrine looks to whether compliance with the laws of both countries is impossible.93  Rule 10b 5 may sometimes 

cover more conduct than does another country’s analogous law, but it does not appear that any country prohibits 

disclosure beyond what is required by local law.

The heart of the objection, then, is that American law should not impose additional antifraud demands on persons or 

companies who sell securities in foreign countries (even if they sell to American investors).  But there is no proof that 

restoring a private right of action based on foreign purchases would undermine or upend international relations.  All 

nations have an interest in combating fraud and protecting investors, an interest particularly important in this era of 

transnational securities frauds that know no border and affect the intertwined global economy.  And American investors 

would naturally expect to be protected by American securities law, regardless of where the securities transaction 

ultimately occurs.  Indeed, the GC100—an association of general counsel and company secretaries of the 100 largest 
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companies on the London Stock Exchange—has acknowledged that exposure to Section 10(b) would be a natural result 

of marketing securities to U.S. investors.94  If anything, permitting American investors to bring such claims would restore 

the United States’ standing as a leader in the global community in combating fraud.95   

U.S. investors should have the right to sue for  
transnational securities fraud.

Restoring to American investors a private right of action under Section 10(b) for securities fraud, regardless of where the 

securities were transacted, brings benefits that outweigh the potential costs.  As explained above, U.S. securities law has 

long recognized the value of enlisting private investors in deterring and detecting securities fraud, and fraud concerning 

a security purchased on a foreign exchange hurts U.S. retirement funds, health funds, and other public and private 

investment funds just as much as fraud regarding securities purchased on a domestic exchange.

Indeed, in today’s globally connected economy, investors may have no idea where a purchase order for securities is 

carried out.  Some securities are listed on two exchanges—one domestic and one foreign—and investors will not know 

through which exchange their transaction is routed.  For example, both the United States and the European Union have 

laws requiring brokers to adopt a “best execution” policy that ensures orders to buy and sell securities are executed 

to a client’s best benefit.96  To secure “best execution” in the case of a security listed on both a domestic and a foreign 

exchange, the broker will select the exchange that provides the maximum advantage to the client, accounting for factors 

such as price, exchange rate, speed, size and likelihood of settlement.97  The best exchange could be a domestic or 

foreign market, depending on the circumstances.  

Morrison’s transactional test fails to take account of this reality.  Indeed, even securities that regularly trade on U.S. 

exchanges may also be sold and purchased by brokers on behalf of their clients off-exchange in private markets.  

Although some institutional investors may have an obligation to know who executes their trades, other investors may 

have no idea that their brokers used a foreign, off-exchange market—such as a “dark pool”—to execute a purchase or 

sell order for securities listed and sold on a United States exchange.98  Morrison’s technical focus on the place where the 

transaction clears is punitive to those investors, who place orders in the United States yet have no idea that the order is 

transacted on a foreign exchange.  

Under Morrison’s transactional test, large multinational companies with billions of dollars in assets and revenues in this 

country will be allowed to raise substantial funds from American investors, while avoiding the primary antifraud provision 

of U.S. securities law by listing their securities only on foreign exchanges.  And even though the domestic listing of these 

companies’ ADRs may provide some exposure to American securities law, companies often limit their ADR listings at a 

small percentage of their market capitalization, allowing them to insulate themselves from liability for lies and deceptions 

offered by corporate officers to American purchasers.  

Extending American investors’ private right of action would also relieve investors from the need to bring foreign litigation 

to recover for domestic securities losses.  Institutional investors can hold stock purchased in dozens of diverse 

jurisdictions, and each country has its own legal system, potentially lacking procedures like those of the proven American 

system for recovering losses from fraud.  Congress’ goal of protecting American investors is best served by allowing 

them recourse to those established remedies.
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Foreign investors’ private right of action for  
transnational securities fraud

Some foreign investors will have claims for securities fraud that involve substantial fraudulent conduct in the United States 

but involve the purchase or sale of securities only on foreign exchanges or trading platforms.  Courts have traditionally 

ruled that such foreign investors do not have a private right of action under the effects test, on the theory that even if the 

overall fraudulent scheme caused adverse effects in the United States, foreign investors do not have standing to assert 

those effects.99  Thus, courts turned to the conduct test to allow foreign investors a private right to recovery for fraud tied 

to this country that caused harm abroad.

Congress should consider the several potential benefits of restoring a conduct test to define the territorial scope of 

the private right of action under Section 10(b).  It is important to recognize, as an initial matter, that many instances of 

transnational securities fraud involve securities purchased on a foreign exchange by both foreign investors and American 

investors.  That fact has two, related implications.  First, it means that American investors will already have a private right 

of action against the fraudster if the effects test is restored.  Hence, U.S. securities law will already apply to the fraud, 

meaning that allowing foreign investors to recover as well would not result in the application of American securities law 

where it otherwise did not apply.  Defendants would already be subject to Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5, as they injured 

American investors.  Second, allowing foreign investors to recover through a private action would benefit American 

investors who were defrauded by the same scheme, as it would bring into the action additional litigation resources and 

investigatory capabilities.

Additionally, allowing foreign investors to sue for securities fraud when U.S. conduct plays a clear part in causing foreign 

injury would have the salutary effect of promoting strong ethical norms in the American securities industry.  Those norms, 

in turn, work to the benefit of all investors, foreign and domestic.

In considering a private right of action for foreign investors who purchase foreign securities, Congress should be 

mindful that courts applying the conduct test have had some difficulty deciding whether domestic conduct is sufficiently 

connected to the fraud.  Courts often applied different standards or came to seemingly incompatible conclusions.100  

Thus, Congress should pay particular attention to clarity.  One option would be to codify the standard for a conduct test, 

such as the Dodd-Frank Act’s standard (for government enforcement actions) requiring that conduct within the United 

States “constitutes significant steps in furtherance of the violation.”101  As an alternative to enacting a conduct test, 

Congress may consider granting foreign investors standing to proceed under the effects test—allowing any investor, 

foreign or domestic, to sue under Section 10(b) for securities fraud that had a foreseeable effect in the United States, 

even if the particular investor’s injury was felt overseas.  

Congress should also balance against those benefits the potential costs of extending to foreign investors a private right 

of action for securities fraud related to a foreign securities transaction.  Such a private right of action could in theory allow 

foreign plaintiffs to bring suits involving securities never sold to U.S. investors and defendants headquartered outside of 

the United States.  The Australian plaintiffs in Morrison brought such an action—the “foreign-cubed” or “f-cubed” suit.  

According to anecdotal evidence, foreign corporations consider f-cubed actions to be the most problematic type of 

private action under Section 10(b),102 and that perception may limit institutional investors’ investment options by causing 

some corporations to avoid U.S. markets. 

At the same time, Justice Stevens’ concurrence in Morrison indicates that many true f-cubed actions (those not including 

American plaintiffs in the class of injured investors, and involving only foreign defendants and foreign transactions) would 

fail the conduct test on their own merits: “the odds of [an f-cubed] fraud having a substantial connection to the United 

States are low.”103  Indeed, f-cubed actions are a small percentage of the securities class actions brought in the United 
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States.104  Accordingly, an appropriately defined conduct test may be able to weed out problematic f-cubed actions 

that lack a substantial relation to this country while preserving foreign investors’ ability to sue over securities fraud that 

is advanced by significant domestic activity, even if the securities purchase or sale occurs overseas.  Congress should 

consider these options carefully in responding to Morrison.
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